Web & UI Designer

Send us your resume: jobs@vmn.net

Job description
You are a great visual designer. You have a passion to build stunning user interfaces that also create a great experience
for the user. You have prior experience with interaction design and you have previous work that can show this. You’ve
designed for mobile and are familiar with the constraints and possibilities that it encapsulates.

You are able to create prototypes, designing high-fidelity mock-ups and other deliverables for use in the development
cycle. You are at ease communicating your ideas with the rest of the team. You not only are able to receive, but can also
give out useful feedback that helps point other team members in the right direction.

Responsibilities
 Design the user model and user interface for all products and websites
 Develop lightweight and high level detailed storyboards, mock-ups and prototypes
 Carry design from ideation and wireframes all the way through solid HTML, CSS
 Find ways to make complex information and interaction simple and elegant
 Design navigational hierarchies and visualize key concepts of site structure and user paths
 Concept interactions across mediums: web, mobile and email
 Work directly with our team of developers and designers to insure we maintain a high-quality user experience
 Handle day to day graphic task requests (banners, icons, newsletters)

Desired Skills and Experience
 Degree in Graphic Design (You have the talent level that can be found at dribbble.com)
 Strong creative and graphic design skills with a pixel-perfect portfolio of attractive web and mobile application
designs
 3+ years experience designing great user experiences for desktop and 1+ year for tablet and mobile
environments
 A strong understanding of user-centered design principles and knowledge of current design and interaction trends
 Capable of seeing a project through from initial design to conception
 Knowledge of UI languages, devices and technologies
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 Solid understanding of HTML and CSS at the code level to appreciate how code affects design and vice versa
 Ability to prioritize and adhere to critical project timelines in a fast-paced environment
 Highly proficient in Photoshop and Illustrator
 Excellent written and verbal communication skills
 Ability to perform usability testing, distill key issues from usability tests, communicate results and recommend
practical solutions

What’s next?
If you meet the requirements listed above, we would love to learn more about you.
Send us your resume and your portfolio URL complete and a brief description of your involvement in each project at:
jobs@vmn.net. Please do not provide screenshots for materials you didn’t design 100% yourself.

Founded in 1996, Visicom Media is a market leader in browser-based
technologies.

About
Visicom
Media

We develop tools, platforms and software products for large publishers and
partners such as Yahoo!, Comcast, Verizon, Time Warner and Panda
Security.
We strive to innovate
We love to create
And we always deliver
Today we’re expanding our team of talented individuals.

Visicom Media
304 - 6200 Taschereau
Brossard QC Canada J4W 3J8
www.vmn.net
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